Ã measurements are critical for many abdominal imaging applications. Conventionally, R2 Ã maps are derived via the monoexponential fitting of signal decay within a series of gradient-echo (GRE) images reconstructed from multichannel datasets combined using a root sum-of-squares (RSS) approach. However, the noise bias at low-SNR TEs from RSS-reconstructed data often causes the underestimation of R2 Ã values. In phantom, ex vivo animal model and normal volunteer studies, we investigated the accuracy of low-SNR R2
INTRODUCTION

Accurate R2
Ã measurements are critical for an increasing number of abdominal imaging applications (1) (2) (3) (4) . Typically, R2
Ã is estimated via the monoexponential fitting of signal decay within a series of gradient-echo (GRE) images sampled at increasing TEs. For a single receiver channel, the signal within a magnitude image resembles a Rician distribution because of the presence of noise (5) . However, the signal distribution for multichannel datasets depends on the chosen reconstruction and channel-combination technique. For conventional R2
Ã mapping methods, images reconstructed from multichannel datasets are combined using a root sum-of-squares (RSS) approach (1, 2, 4) . For RSS images at shorter TE with higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal magnitudes can be approximated by Gaussian distributions. However, as the signal decays, resulting in lower SNR at later echoes, the noisy signal begins to resemble noncentral chi-distributions (6) . These noncentral chi-distributions can result in systematic noise bias and the underestimation of R2 Ã values (7) . Recent development efforts have focused on two general approaches to improve R2 Ã measurement accuracy: (i) data correction and (ii) SNR improvement. Data correction methods are applied to magnitude data prior to monoexponential fitting. Commonly used approaches include noise correction, baseline subtraction, offset addition and truncation (8) (9) (10) (11) . Proposed noise correction methods involve the fitting of the power signal after subtraction of the background noise power, rather than simply fitting the magnitude decay signal (8, 12) . Baseline subtraction methods subtract the mean background noise from each image prior to the monoexponential fitting process (13, 14) . Offset models have been proposed to account for noise effects when estimating the monoexponential decay component by adding a constant offset value to the fitted data model (10) ; however, these may lead to an overestimation of R2 Ã values (11) . Empirical data truncation is the most commonly used method to avoid noise bias during R2 Ã measurements. This method involves simple truncation of the signal decay curve and fitting only those signals sampled at earlier TEs prior to the signal descending below the noise floor (1, 2, 15, 16) . Recently, He et al.
(1) compared noise-corrected data with originally acquired data, and found that the T2 Ã measurements from corrected data were more accurate; truncation methods were determined to be the most accurate and reproducible.
Truncation models require accurate SNR estimates for each voxel at each TE to either include or exclude a data point during the monoexponential fitting process. For RSS reconstruction schemes, SNR estimates can be derived by measuring noise within a background region. Noise can also be estimated using noise-only prescans and RSS images can be reconstructed in SNR units (17) . Alternatively, B1-weighted reconstruction schemes (18, 19) can be employed to provide superior SNR and improve signal fidelity at later TEs. Previous studies have demonstrated that optimal B1-weighted image reconstruction provides superior accuracy during low-SNR T2 and T2
Ã measurements when compared with RSS reconstruction methods (7) . Improved multichannel combination methods have also been found to provide superior accuracy during the estimation of monoexponential decay diffusion coefficients for diffusion tensor imaging (20) .
There remains uncertainty as to which of the aforementioned approaches is optimal for abdominal R2
Ã mapping. The objective of this work was to investigate the accuracy of each approach during low-SNR R2
Ã measurements (common for visceral organs located relatively distant from the abdominal surface coil array). Multi-echo multi-coil datasets were reconstructed using both RSS and optimal B1-weighted combined (OBC) methods, voxel-wise SNR estimates were calculated using the above-mentioned approaches and R2 Ã maps were derived using the truncation model with a monoexponential fit. We compared the accuracy of these methods in phantoms, an ex vivo animal model and healthy volunteers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
R2
Ã quantification methods We utilized a previously described truncation method (1) which involves the selection of only those signals above an SNR threshold for the monoexponential fitting of R2 Ã signal decay (signals collected at later TEs below the SNR threshold were excluded). The following methods were utilized to estimate or rigorously calculate SNR within individual images.
Method A: GlobalRSS. For this method, we used a common, straightforward approach to estimate SNR within each image (21, 22) . First, images at each TE were reconstructed using the RSS approach. Next, a region of interest (ROI) was drawn to calculate the standard deviation (s BG ) of the background noise within each image. Voxel-wise SNR GlobalRSS was then calculated within each image as the ratio between the signal intensity (SI) and s BG multiplied by a correction factor, eqn (1a), where N is the number of coils used and b(N) can be calculated from eqn (1b):
For R2 Ã measurements, all TE with SNR GlobalRSS below a given threshold were excluded from R2 Ã map calculations. R2 Ã maps were calculated via voxel-wise, nonlinear, least-square fitting of the monoexponential signal decay. A minimum of two TEs was kept for all R2 Ã estimations (even if both fell bellow the respective SNR truncation threshold). We refer to Method A as the GlobalRSS approach, given that a global noise estimate is utilized during all subsequent SNR calculations.
Method B: VoxelRSS. For this method, we reconstructed all images in rigorously calibrated SNR units using the RSS approach for multichannel data combination (17) . First, large samples of noise-only prescans (12288 noise samples) were performed to estimate coil-dependent noise characteristics and calculate a noise covariance matrix R n . At each TE, images were produced in absolute SNR units (SNR VoxelRSS ) via combination of the complex images from each channel according to:
where p is the vector of complex signal values from each coil and H is the Hermitian operator. The calculated SNR VoxelRSS value for each voxel was also corrected for inherent noise bias. This was accomplished by subtraction of a correction factor that was dependent on the total number of channels used to collect the data (17, 23) . For R2 Ã measurements, all TEs with SNR VoxelRSS below a chosen threshold were excluded from R2 Ã map calculations. Method C: VoxelOBC. For this method, we again reconstructed all images in rigorously calibrated SNR units, but used the OBC approach for multichannel data combination (17) . We estimated coil sensitivity maps on the basis of images collected for each channel at the shortest TE. At each pixel of the image, we computed a covariance matrix and then obtained the optimal estimate of the coil sensitivity by finding the eigenvector of the covariance matrix (24) . A noise covariance matrix R n was calculated from the noise-only prescans. At each TE, images were produced in absolute SNR units (SNR VoxelOBC ):
where b is the complex coil sensitivity profiles. SNR corrections were performed to remove noise bias (17) . For R2 Ã measurements, all TE with SNR VoxelOBC below a given threshold were excluded from R2 Ã map calculations.
Phantom studies
Cylindrical 2 L polystyrene bottles were filled with water and doped with 1.6, 1.2 or 0.8 mmol/L MnCl 2 .H 2 O (phantoms I, II and III) to produce a wide range of R2 Ã values. Phantom studies were performed using a 3 T clinical scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens AG HCS, Erlangen, Germany) with an eight-channel head receiver coil. The Trio scanner had a horizontal bore of 60 cm inner diameter. Its gradient system offered a maximum amplitude of 45 mT/m along each axis and a maximum slew rate of 200 T/m/s. Phantoms were positioned such that the eight coil profiles were unevenly distributed about the circumference of each bottle. For data acquisition, a conventional multigradient-echo (MGRE) sequence was used with the parameters listed in Table 1 . Data were acquired such that multiple echoes were generated following a single radiofrequency excitation. We achieved a wider range of SNR levels by sampling MGRE datasets using different flip angles (FA) of 18, 28 and 58. For reference standard R2
Ã measurements, we acquired high-SNR datasets using a separate acquisition with the following parameters: body transmitter/receiver coil for excitation/reception; 32 averages; TR ¼ 5000 ms; FA ¼ 908. We used a large FA to maximize SNR, and an extended sequence TR to limit T1 weighting and saturation effects.
Animal model studies
Abdominal axial MGRE scans were performed in a recently euthanized New Zealand White rabbit. This animal was part of a separate Animal Care and Use Committee-approved hind-limb tumor model study. These ex vivo studies were performed to examine the accuracy of the proposed R2
Ã methods whilst avoiding breath-holding complications. The animal model study was performed using the aforementioned 3 T clinical scanner and eight-channel head coil (see Table 1 for sequence parameters).
Reference standard R2
Ã measurements from high-SNR data were performed using the body transmitter/receiver coil (32 averages; TR ¼ 5000 ms; FA ¼ 908). We separately evaluated R2
Ã measurement accuracy within the liver and gallbladder, which exhibit short and long transverse relaxation times, respectively.
Volunteer studies
Abdominal axial MGRE scans were performed in six healthy volunteers in accordance with our Institutional Review Board-approved protocol. Volunteer studies were conducted using a 1.5 T clinical scanner (MAGNETOM Avanto, Siemens AG HCS) and a 32-channel surface receiver coil array. The Avanto scanner had a horizontal bore of 60 cm inner diameter. The Avanto gradient system has a maximum amplitude of 45 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 T/m/s. Sequence parameters were chosen to permit the acquisition of R2 Ã -weighted images across a wide range of TEs within a single breath hold (Table 1) . Normal volunteer studies lacked a 'reference standard' acquisition because of the limitation on breath-hold time and the complication of misregistration of the images acquired at different breath-hold positions.
Data analysis
For phantom and animal model studies, we computed the mean voxel-wise absolute error (VAE) between the reference standard R2 Ã map derived from high-SNR data, R2 Ã High SNR, and the reconstructed R2 Ã maps, R2 Ã R (derived using Methods A, B and C), according to:
where k is the image voxel index. For phantom studies, VAE measurements included only voxels within a circular ROI contained within the phantom boundary. For animal model studies, separate ROIs were drawn within the liver and gallbladder, excluding blood vessels. The mean VAE was evaluated for each model at SNR truncation thresholds incremented from SNR ¼ 0 to SNR ¼ 20 (steps of 0.1 SNR units).
For volunteer studies, we first reconstructed R2 Ã maps using Methods A, B and C at SNR truncation thresholds from SNR ¼ 0 to SNR ¼ 20 (steps of 0.1 SNR units). However, we lacked a 'reference standard' for absolute comparison of R2 Ã measurement accuracy. Alternatively, we performed comparisons between the R2 Ã values measured for each volunteer using each of the Methods A, B and C. These comparisons were performed separately for an ROI within a peripheral, relatively high-SNR region in the liver near the chest array coil (a), and a centrally located ROI in the liver with lower SNR (b). For both ROIs, these comparisons were repeated for R2 Ã measurements at four representative SNR truncation thresholds (0, 7, 14 and 20). We used analysis of variance (ANOVA) multiple comparison tests with Tukey post-hoc analyses (a ¼ 0.05) to determine any statistically significant differences between the methods.
RESULTS
Phantom results
Our phantom experiments demonstrated the differential impact of noise and R2 Ã signal decay on the accuracy of subsequent R2 for high-SNR data measurement); the signal within phantom I images decayed more rapidly to the noise floor. For both phantoms at later TEs, OBC images demonstrated decreased noise levels compared with RSS images. The representative ROI drawn for comparisons of signal intensities and SNR measurements is shown within the RSS-reconstructed image at TE ¼ 1 in Fig. 1a . The mean signal decays within RSS, OBC and high-SNR data (reference standard) phantom I and phantom III image series are shown in ) images and signal plots are omitted for brevity, but represented a progression between the corresponding results from phantoms I and III, having longer and shorter R2 Ã values, respectively. For FA ¼ 18, 28 and 58, the mean VAEs at truncation thresholds from 0 to 20 are displayed in Fig. 2 for each of the three R2 Ã phantoms. As demonstrated, given the same TE range, the mean VAE was reduced with increasing SNR (increased FA) and decreasing R2
Ã value (phantom I to phantom III). Mean VAE curves typically approached their minimum value as the SNR truncation threshold was decreased; the mean VAE increased with the use of increasingly higher truncation thresholds. At lower SNR thresholds, the mean VAEs of the three methods were far apart, but converged to similar levels when using higher SNR truncation thresholds. In general, Method C (VoxelOBC) achieved the minimum VAE level with little need for the truncation of lower SNR data (FA ¼ 18 and FA ¼ 28) and no need for the truncation of higher SNR data (FA ¼ 58). In contrast, Method A (GlobalRSS) and Method B (VoxelRSS) each required data truncation even at higher SNR thresholds to achieve optimum accuracy. Among the three methods, Method C (VoxelOBC) had the lowest minimum VAE and Method A (GlobalRSS) had the highest.
Animal model results
Similar to our phantom experiments, animal experiments also clearly demonstrated the impact of noise on R2
Ã estimates. Axial Normalized mean signal intensity plots for liver (RA) and gallbladder (RB) within RSS, OBC and high-SNR data reconstructions are shown in Fig. 3b . Noise bias exerted a greater impact on RSS reconstructions than on OBC reconstructions. SNR measurements for both tissues are shown in Fig. 3c . For liver tissue at later TEs, SNR GlobalRSS was shown to be greater than SNR VoxelRSS and SNR VoxelOBC because of noise bias. For gallbladder tissues, SNR measurements from both of the reconstruction methods appeared to be similar over the sampled range of TEs because of slower signal decay (reduced R2 Ã compared with liver). For FA ¼ 18, 28 and 58, mean VAEs for liver parenchyma and gallbladder tissue at truncation thresholds from 0 to 20 are shown in Fig. 4 . Similar to phantom results, the mean VAE was reduced with increasing SNR (increased FA) and decreasing R2 Ã value (liver vs. gallbladder) given the same TE range. Mean VAE Figure 2 . Truncation-dependent voxel-wise absolute error (VAE) for R2 Ã phantoms. For flip angle (FA) ¼ 18, 28 and 58, the mean VAE at truncation thresholds from 0 to 20 are displayed for phantoms I, II and III. Mean VAE was reduced with increasing FA [increasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)] and decreasing R2 Ã value. Mean VAE curves approached their minimum value as the SNR truncation threshold was decreased; mean VAE increased with the use of increasingly higher truncation thresholds. Limited truncation was needed for Method C (VoxelOBC) to achieve the minimum VAE levels. Methods A (GlobalRSS) and B (VoxelRSS) required data truncation at higher SNR thresholds to achieve minimum VAE. In general, Method A had the highest level of mean VAE, whereas Method C achieved the lowest level of VAE.
curves approached their minimum as the SNR truncation threshold was decreased; the mean VAE increased with the use of increasingly higher truncation thresholds. To achieve a minimum mean VAE level, Method C (VoxelOBC) required limited truncation of the data, whereas Method A (GlobalRSS) and Method B (VoxelRSS) required data truncation at higher SNR thresholds. At low-SNR thresholds, the three methods were at quite different VAE levels. These differences were reduced to a minimum at higher SNR thresholds and later converged. At all SNR levels for both liver and gallbladder R2 Ã measurements, Method C (VoxelOBC) produced the lowest minimum VAE and Method A (GlobalRSS) produced the highest VAE.
Volunteer results
For a representative volunteer at FA ¼ 208, abdominal R2 Ã maps are shown in Fig. 5a derived from 24 TEs of RSS-and OBC-reconstructed images. For the R2 Ã map reconstructed from the RSS method, the measured R2 Ã values for liver parenchyma were higher (%48 s À1 ) in the peripheral region of the liver closer to the surface coil receivers and lower (%27 s À1 ) in the deep visceral tissue further away from the surface coil receivers. However, for the R2 Ã map derived using the OBC method, a similar range of R2 Ã values was measured throughout the liver parenchyma (%55-61 s À1 ), independent of tissue depth relative to coil position. For each volunteer, we selected separate ROIs in the peripheral and central regions of the liver and plotted the corresponding SNR measurements within these ROIs for all TEs (Fig. 5b) . SNRs from the peripheral regions were typically more than double the SNRs from the central regions for each volunteer. For the six volunteer studies, we calculated the measured R2 Ã values from all three methods remained relatively constant at all thresholds and were not statistically significantly different ( p > 0.05). In the central region, Method C (VoxelOBC) produced significantly different R2 Ã values than both alternative approaches; however, these differences tended to be reduced with increasing truncation threshold.
DISCUSSION
We compared three different approaches to improve R2 Ã measurement accuracy in the setting of low SNR and rapid transverse signal decay. In phantoms, ex vivo animal models and normal volunteer studies, Method C (OBC reconstruction with rigorous SNR calculations for voxel-wise data truncation) consistently provided accurate R2
Ã measurement. For all approaches, truncation proved to be an effective method to reduce R2 Ã measurement error. OBC-reconstructed data required less truncation than RSS data, which required truncation at higher SNR thresholds. However, in practice, the SNR threshold that provides the minimum error may be unknown. With no a priori knowledge of the optimal threshold, Method C is particularly superior to the alternative approaches, given the reduced requirement for data truncation.
Our phantom and animal model studies provided a range of R2
Ã values, such that we could compare signals and images reconstructed using both RSS and OBC combination methods. When attempting to characterize high R2 Ã values in low-SNR settings within a limited time echo range (high intrinsic R2 Ã , low FA or later TEs), RSS signals were greatly impacted by noise bias because of the intrinsic limitations of this multichannel data combination technique. With the use of individual coil sensitivity profiles, the OBC approach allowed a near-optimal combination of multicoil signals even at low SNR, reducing the effects of noise on signal data. Conversely, both the RSS and OBC methods produced near-optimal data for high-SNR settings (low intrinsic R2 Ã , higher FA or earlier TEs). Within a given TE range, the accuracy of R2
Ã estimations was shown to be affected by the intrinsic R2 Ã value, SNR level and chosen reconstruction method. The mean VAE for R2 Ã estimations in both phantom and animal studies decreased with increasing SNR level, decreasing R2
Ã value and use of the OBC reconstruction method. At a higher FA (increased SNR level), a greater signal was available at each TE, permitting a greater number of TEs to be Similar to previous phantom studies, mean VAE decreased with increasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and decreasing R2 Ã value. To achieve the optimal VAE level, Method C (VoxelOBC) required little or no truncation, whereas Methods A (GlobalRSS) and B (VoxelRSS) required a higher level of truncation. Method A had the highest level of mean VAE, whereas Method C achieved the lowest VAE.
included in the fitting procedure for improved R2 Ã estimation. At lower R2
Ã values within a limited TE range, the signal decayed to the noise floor at a much slower rate, similarly permitting a greater number of TEs to be included without being negatively impacted by noise bias. OBC reconstruction demonstrated greater resistance to noise bias at later TEs, and therefore superior R2 Ã estimates. Truncation was quite effective for improving R2
Ã measurement accuracy for the RSS combination approaches, particularly in low-SNR settings when attempting to characterize high R2 Ã values. However, appropriate SNR-based truncation requires reliable SNR measurements. The major drawbacks of the conventional SNR measurement method [shown in eqn (1a)] are as follows: (i) the noise estimation can be inaccurate because of spatially variant noise characteristics; (ii) SNRs in low-SNR TEs are overestimated because of the overestimated signal strength from noise bias. In a high-SNR setting, the standard deviation of the background is related to the standard deviation of the signal by a constant factor. This relationship does not hold for low-SNR settings (21) . Taking into account spatially variant noise characteristics, voxel-wise SNR estimates for RSS-reconstructed images [shown in eqn (2)] were subjected to magnitude correction for bias removal, and can be accurate. However, it has been shown in our phantom studies that this method does not achieve complete noise removal within very-low-SNR settings. The OBC approach allowed a near-optimal combination of multicoil signals, even at low SNR, reducing the effects of noise on signal data. Therefore, voxel-wise SNR estimates of OBC-reconstructed images [shown in eqn (3)] were accurately reflected in the low-SNR TEs. In general, voxel-wise SNR measurements (used for truncation with Methods B and C) produced less R2 Ã estimation error than SNR measurements that assumed globally homogeneous noise characteristics (Method A). OBC reconstruction (used in Method C) provided better image quality than RSS reconstruction (used in Methods A and B) at later TEs, thereby reducing the effect of noise bias for better R2 Ã measurement. It should also be noted that, in common practice, the anticipated range of R2 Ã values within the organ(s) of interest may be known a priori, such that the chosen imaging protocol could use an appropriately limited echo range to attempt to avoid noise bias. In these settings, the intrinsic R2 Ã value may have less of an impact on the R2 Ã measurement. Given the potential for a relatively wide range of R2 Ã values (within or between individuals), optimal limiting of the TE range may be critical to produce accurate R2 Ã estimations. Suboptimal limiting of the TE range can reduce the efficiency for MGRE-based R2 Ã measurements, leading to the inclusion of excessively few TEs for monoexponential fitting; conversely, too wide a TE range produces low-SNR images at later TEs (biased by noise), also leading to greater R2 Ã estimation error. Our proposed methods were shown to improve R2 Ã measurement whilst allowing flexible selection of TE range (truncation based on quantified SNR levels).
Volunteer images provided high SNR in peripheral regions and relatively low SNR in central regions because of penetration characteristics and alignment of the receivers (27) . The number of channels (coil elements) used during our MGRE R2
Ã measurements can strongly influence the noise bias level in the RSS images. The larger number of coil elements used for our volunteer studies (compared with our phantom and animal model studies) may have potentially resulted in a larger noise bias (17) , increasing the noise bias-dependent differences between RSS and OBC reconstruction methods. Therefore, R2
Ã maps derived from these images were highly dependent on the image reconstruction method. In healthy volunteers, R2
Ã within the liver parenchyma should be relatively homogeneous provided that adequate field shim is applied (28) (29) (30) . However, because of spatial SNR variations, noise biases can lead to highly heterogeneous R2
Ã measurements with striking differences between R2 Ã values measured within peripheral and central regions. In peripheral regions with relatively high SNR, RSS and OBC reconstructions were both nearly optimal. Within these peripheral regions, R2
Ã values for Methods A-C were not significantly different at each selected threshold. However, within the central region with low SNR, RSS images had a relatively high noise floor at later TEs, and therefore the resulting RSS R2
Ã values were likely to have been underestimated. OBC reconstruction had a lower noise floor at later TEs, which should have provided superior R2 Ã estimates. As expected, R2 Ã estimates from RSS reconstruction were altered by truncation. At low-SNR thresholds (thresholds, 0-7), R2
Ã estimates from RSS reconstructions (Methods A and B) were small in comparison with R2 Ã estimates from OBC reconstruction (Method C). However, the R2 Ã values measured with these three comparison methods seemed to begin to converge at higher SNR truncation thresholds (reducing differences between R2
Ã measured with OBC and RSS approaches as the threshold was increased). Although a 'reference standard' R2 Ã measurement was not possible for these normal volunteer studies, our results suggest superior accuracy for Method C (VoxelOBC), given the consistently greater similarity between peripheral and central ROI liver R2
Ã measurements for Method C and convergence of Methods A and B R2 Ã measurements towards Method C R2 Ã estimates as the truncation thresholds were increased.
Our study had several limitations. We investigated these R2 Ã quantification approaches using only a finite, limited number of R2 Ã values and SNR levels. In addition, although we have provided data demonstrating that truncation can give rise to more accurate R2
Ã measurements, we have yet to develop numerical methods to determine an optimal threshold a priori under different conditions. Although computationally demanding, one possible approach to determine an optimal threshold would be to iteratively compute R2 Ã values whilst using increasingly lower truncation thresholds. Lowering the truncation thresholds (including fewer of later TE) should progressively reduce noise bias, leading to the calculation of longer R2 Ã values; one could anticipate that, at an optimal truncation level (or range of truncation levels), the calculated R2
Ã level should remain relatively constant or perhaps achieve a local maximum. However, although such an approach may, in principle, permit the effective identification of a near-optimal truncation threshold, this procedure would be computationally intensive, such that it may not be applicable for routine clinical use. Further investigation into efficient automated methods to determine these optimal thresholds (under differing conditions) is clearly warranted. A number of different noise bias correction methods have been proposed to correct magnitude images (12) (13) (14) ; although these methods have primarily been proposed for single coil images, they could readily be modified to account for noncentral chidistributions within RSS combined images. These could prove to be similarly advantageous methods to improve the accuracy of R2 Ã methods. Future comprehensive studies should investigate and compare the strengths and weaknesses of these methods for R2 Ã measurements. In addition, the current study did not investigate the impact of specific coil array geometries and, perhaps even more importantly, the impact of imaging acceleration techniques (31, 32) . Finally, our studies considered only a monoexponential decay model; future studies could investigate the utility of these methods for the estimation of biexponential decay components as recently described for fat quantification (33).
CONCLUSION
Our studies confirmed that data truncation based on rigorous voxel-wise SNR estimates can reduce R2 Ã measurement error in the setting of low SNR with fast signal decay. However, when optimal SNR truncation thresholds are unknown, the OBC method can provide optimal R2
Ã measurement given its minimal truncation requirements.
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